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Introduction 

The development and use of water enhancing gel (gel) on wildfire has garnered increased interest in the past 

decade. Improved polymer technology and the demand for cost effective fire-control technologies have 

sparked this increased attention. Although gel has been around for decades there is little documented 

evidence regarding its capabilities as a fire control agent.  This lack of information has limited the acceptance of 

gel products in Canada.  

In collaboration with the Canadian Interagency Forest Fire Center (CIFFC) and the British Columbia Ministry of 

Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations - Wildfire Management Branch, FPInnovations has designed 

this project to answer the many questions surrounding the effectiveness of gel as a fire-control agent. 

Specifically, we will try to determine (1) the ability of gel to stop or slow the forward advance of an existing 

wildfire (2) the ability of gel to reduce fire intensity for ground crews and (3) the ability of gel to prevent spread 

and hotspot development. 

Gel will be dropped from helicopter buckets on an existing wildfire of medium intensity. Drops are best 

assessed on the ground. This allows for detailed observation and monitoring at the site of impact. Drop 

assessment from aircraft is limited, especially when there is a canopy present, because drop areas can be 

difficult to identify and close inspection of the drop areas is usually not possible (Plucinksi 2009). In order to 

collect meaningful data, access to the fireline is required. Researchers need to directly observe fire behaviour 

changes and product performance.  

Methods 

Researchers hope to be dispatched to a wildfire event in BC where gel is planned for use. Researchers will 

make and record observations at the ground level. No instrumentation will be used. Communication with the 

helicopter coordinator, air attack officer and the pilot is critical to ensure ground assessors are fully aware of 

the drop objective and the intended target. 

Gels are typically designed to be used as a direct attack tool. Direct attack drops should have their area of 

highest coverage impact along the intended section of fire edge. Drops that land in areas already burned are 

wasted, and drops that land ahead of the fire in unburned fuels risk being burnt around or spotted over 

(Plucinski 2009).  
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Product 

A liquid polymer product listed on the Canadian Qualified Products List (QPL) will be used. Coloring may be 

required to facilitate data collection. The gel will be mixed by the manufacturer in a dip tank at a percentage 

suitable for the local water quality and within the specified ranges outlined in the QPL.  

Data Collection 

Product Characteristics 

Prior to mixing, water temperature, hardness and turbidity will be recorded. A one litre gel sample will be 

collected from the dip tank immediately after the helicopter bucket has dipped and product viscosity will be 

measured and recorded.  

Aircraft Data 

Helicopter drop height, drop speed, bucket volume, flow rate (?) will be obtained from ……  

Drop Placement  

To have an effect on fire behaviour, the drop must be strategically placed. Researchers will only record the 

degree to which each drop reached its intended target; it is outside the scope of this project to document the 

reasons why a drop may have missed the target.  

Drop Coverage 

To assess drop coverage, researchers will consider the following questions: 

− Did the drop penetrate the canopy? 

− Is there adequate coating of surface and near surface fuel layers given the fire intensity and fuel load? 

− Are there gaps in coverage? 

− Is there enough coverage between linked drops? 

Researchers will estimate the coverage level in GPCs (USG/100 ft
2
) and measure the furthest edges of the drop 

to estimate its length and width. Researchers will also record: 

− duff penetration  

− the length of time gel is visible on the ground 

− the length of time gel adheres to aerial vegetation 

Fire Behaviour Effects 

Prior to ignition, researchers will determine fuel type and estimate forest fuel load. FWI indices will be 

obtained from…..  

At the time of the drop, the temperature, RH and wind speed in the drop zone will be recorded every 10 

minutes for 1 hour using a hand-held Kestrel. 

The best way of assessing fire behaviour effects is to compare pre- and post- drop fire behaviour and 

determine how long the drop impedes fire spread. Researchers will consider the following questions: 

− Is there significant reduction in fire activity? 

− Is post-drop fire behaviour reduced to the level required? 
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− Is the drop holding (prevents fire spread/hotspot development)?  

� Yes – monitor and record duration 

� No – why? (spotting; burn around; burn through) 

 

Equipment and Supplies 

• flag pins 

• graduated cylinder 

• 4” diameter plastic cups 

• mixed gel to provide for 10 sixty gallon drops 

• digital and video cameras (one with infrared)  

• handheld Kestrel 3000 

• marsh funnel and water testing equipment 

• handheld GPS unit 

• measuring tapes/hip chains, fluid containers, depth of burn pins, ruler 

 

Safety 

All researchers have experience observing fire on the fireline and are fireline certified. Researchers will adhere 

to the safety procedures established by the Incident Command Team. Researchers will provide their own PPE 

(Nomex, hard hat, gloves, boots, glasses). 

 

Deliverables 

1. Final Report  – posted on our website 

2. Presentation  – CIFFC aviation working group 

3. Article   – Wildfire Today 

 

Participating Members/Collaborators 

CIFFC Aviation Working Group 
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